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Abstract PURPOSE. To model and re-evaluate the phar-
macokinetics of carbamazepine (CBZ) and CBZ-10, 11-
epoxide (CBZ-E) after 5 day b.i.d. dosing with either Car-
batrol® (extended-release beads) or Tegretol-XR® (an
osmotic pump tablet, an Oros® tablet) using compartmen-
tal method. METHODS Plasma concentration time pro-
file data from 15 normal healthy adults received, in a
randomized crossover fashion, Carbatrol® (2 x 200 mg
capsules), b.i.d. for 5 days and Tegretol-XR® (400 mg),
b.i.d. for 5 days were available for analysis from previous
study. The compartmental kinetic parameters of CBZ and
CBZ-E were simultaneously fitted by assuming: i) one
compartment open model with zero order absorption with
lag time, and first order elimination for CBZ and ii) one
compartment open model with Michaelis-Menten forma-
tion with a sigmoidity factor, and first order elimination
for CBZ-E. Time to 50% of CBZ plateau concentrations
(TC50) was estimated and statistically compared between
the two products. RESULTS. There was a good agree-
ment between simulated and observed plasma concentra-
tions. For CBZ, the fitted parameters were: the first order
elimination rate constant (K10) 0.024 and 0.022 hr-1, t1/2

27.3 and 30.3 hr, volume of central compartment (V1)
1.119 and 1.160 L/kg, for Carbatrol® and Tegretol-XR®,
respectively. For CBZ-E, the fitted parameters were: the
first order elimination rate constant (K30)  0.128 and 0.157
hr-1, t1/2 6.1 and 5.1 hr, volume of central compartment
(V3) 0.728 and 0.644 L/kg, Vmax 0.085 and 0.076 mg/hr/
kg, Km 28.639 and 33.138 mg/mL, for Carbatrol® and
Tegretol-XR®, respectively. The fitted pharmacokinetic
parameters of CBZ and CBZ-E were generally consistent

with published values from previous studies. A minimal
rise in CBZ-E concentrations was observed during the
first 12 hours, the finding of which has not been reported
before. Consequently, the CBZ-E plasma profiles appear
as sigmoid curves and have a different shape compared to
those of the CBZ profiles. The inclusion of the sigmoidity
factor allowed flexibility in the fitting and optimized the
simulation results. When compared to published literature
of single dose data, the investigation of CBZ and CBZ-E
pharmacokinetics from this study suggested that autoin-
duction might occur by the fifth day of dosing and might
partly contribute to the sigmoidal shape of CBZ-E pro-
files. CONCLUSION. The fitted model well described
the plasma profiles of both CBZ and CBZ-E. Carbatrol®
and Tegretol-XR® were similar in their pharmacokinetics
based on compartmental analysis.

INTRODUCTION

Carbamazepine (CBZ) was approved in the U.S. for use as
an antiseizure agent and indicated for the treatment of
trigeminal neuralgia. It is now considered the primary drug
for the treatment of partial and tonic-clonic seizures (1).
33 metabolites of CBZ have been described (2). The cyto-
chrome P450-mediated formation of CBZ-10, 11-epoxide
(CBZ-E, Figure 1) is the prominent pathway of CBZ
metabolism (3).

Figure 1: The epoxide-diol pathway of CBZ metabolism.
E1-monooxygenase, E2-epoxide hydrolase.Corresponding Author: Julraht Konsil, Department of Clinical Phar-

macy, Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences, KhonKaen University,
Thailand. julkon@kku.ac.th
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The intermediate metabolite CBZ-E is almost entirely
converted to CBZ-10, 11-diol, which is then excreted into
urine in a free or conjugated form (4). Autoinduction in
humans is believed to involve the 10, 11-oxidation pathway
only (5-6). Plasma concentrations of CBZ-E are usually
10-50% those of the parent drug during therapy (7). In
animal experiments, CBZ-E has anticonvulsant activity
comparable with that of the parent compound (8-9).

Due to side effects related to fluctuation in CBZ plasma
profiles (10-11), delivery of CBZ in controlled release fash-
ion could decrease the problems (12-16). Carbatrol® and
Tegretol-XR®, the two new extended release formulations,
were developed and recently evaluated in humans (17).
CBZ and CBZ-E pharmacokinetics of the two formula-
tions were investigated and compared using noncompart-
mental analysis. It is worthy to further develop
pharmacokinetic model to study the fate of CBZ and
CBZ-E following the multiple dosing of the two con-
trolled release formulations.  

A linear pharmacokinetic model of one compartment with
first order absorption was previously used by several inves-
tigators to describe CBZ and CBZ-E plasma data (18-20).
Simultaneous fitting technique was said to be better for the
estimation of CBZ-E kinetic parameters (18). However, in
rat liver, the formation kinetics of CBZ-E followed
Michaelis-Menten kinetics (21). Sumi et al. applied decon-
volution technique and Lineweaver-Burk plot to estimate
Vmax and Km values of CBZ epoxidation process in
humans. They employed a two compartment open model
with Michaelis-Menten kinetics for CBZ-E formation pro-
cess and yielded a good simulation result (22). In the
present study, a pharmacokinetic model describing CBZ
and CBZ-E plasma profiles following the multiple dosing
of Carbatrol® and Tegretol-XR® were developed using
simultaneous fitting technique in ADAPT II, Release 4.0
(23). A one-compartment model with zero order input,
first order elimination and Michaelis-Menten kinetics were
selected to describe the fate of plasma CBZ and CBZ-E.
The work was undertaken using data obtained previously (17).

METHODS

Experiment

The details of study design, blood sample analysis and
noncompartmental pharmacokinetic evaluation was
described previously (17). Briefly, this was an open label,
comparative randomized, two-way crossover bioavailability

study. 5 females and 10 males (19 to 40 years old) were
enrolled in the study. Under fasting conditions, each indi-
vidual received either Carbatrol® (2x200 mg, Shire Labora-
tories Inc.) or Tegretol-XR® (400 mg, Ciba Geigy) b.i.d.
for 5 days in a randomized crossover fashion with a mini-
mum of a 9-day washout period. Blood was obtained
before the initial dosing on   Day 1, before the first dose
on Days 2 to 5, and at the following times after dosing on
Day 5: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 hours post-
dose.  

Compartmental analysis

A model diagram to describe plasma concentration-time
profiles of CBZ and CBZ-E is illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Model diagram to describe plasma
concentration-time profiles of CBZ and CBZ-E.

Model Equations

Equation 1

Equation 2

Equation 3

Equation 4

Equation 5
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Where:
C1 = concentration of CBZ in compartment 1

C3 = concentration of CBZ-E in compartment 3

X1 = amount of CBZ in compartment 1

X3 = amount of CBZ-E in compartment 3

V1 = volume of central compartment for CBZ

V3 = volume of central compartment for CBZ-E

K10 = the first order elimination rate constant of CBZ

K30 = the first order elimination rate constant of CBZ-E

n = Sigmoidity factor

Km = Michaelis-Menten constant

Vmax = maximum metabolic rate

τ  = the CBZ absorption lag time 

Estimation of time to 50% of plateau concentrations 
(TC50)

The overall appearance of observed CBZ and CBZ-E
plasma concentration-time profiles following the two for-
mulations were further investigated using Equations 6 and
7, respectively to investigate the speed to reach the plateau
(30, 31). A sigmoidity factor (γ ) was added to the model
of CBZ-E to optimize the fit (Equation 7).  

Equation 6

Equation 7

Where
CTP = observed plasma CBZ concentrations at time “T”

CTM = observed plasma CBZ-E concentrations at time “T”

CPmin
 = estimated minimum plasma concentrations at plateau

TC50 = time to 50% of plasma concentration at plateau

 γ  = a sigmoidity factor

RESULTS 

Compartmental analysis

Table 1 presents the mean and standard deviation (n=15)
of CBZ and CBZ-E fitted pharmacokinetic parameters
following administration of Carbatrol® and Tergretol-
XR®.  

Table 1: Pharmacokinetic parameters of CBZ and CBZ-E

(mean (SD), n=15) following administration of Carbatrol®

and Tegretol-XR® obtained by simultaneous curve-fitting
(ADAPT II, Release 4.0) of pharmacokinetic model in
Figure 2. 

The published pharmacokinetic parameters (22) were used
as the initial values in the simulation process. The half-lives
(without the input rate or formation rate limitation) of
CBZ and CBZ-E were estimated from
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Ln2(VmaxKmV1+K10) and Ln2/K30, respectively. Graphs
displaying the compartmental analysis are presented in
Figure 3 (A, B, C, D, E and F).  

Figure 3: Compartmental analysis. Prediction in A, B, C
and D were obtained using pooled data. The plots in E
and F were resultant from each individual data fitting
(n=15).

The predicted plasma profiles presented in Figures 3A, 3B,
3C, and 3D were simulated using pooled data, i.e. fitting to
the mean plasma profiles of each formulation. The initial
values of pharmacokinetic parameters used in the later
modeling process were the average of individual pharma-
cokinetic parameters (n=15, Table 1). Both individual par-
ent and metabolite data were well described by the
proposed model as seen in Figures 3E and 3F.

Estimation of time to 50% of plateau concentrations 
(TC50)

Table 2 displays the fitted values and their statistical analy-
sis of CBZ and CBZ-E plasma profiles. There were no sig-
nificant differences in estimated values of CPmin, TC50 or
γ  after dosing of the two formulations. Carbatrol® and
Tegretol-XR® given at this dosing regimen produced simi-
lar plasma profiles of CBZ and CBZ-E. TC50 of CBZ-E
was approximately twice that of CBZ. 

Table 2: Fitted values (Mean(SD), n=15) and their
statistical analysis of CBZ and CB Z-E plasma profiles .

DISCUSSION

The fitted values of CBZ and CBZ-E half-life and volume
of distribution obtained in this study concur with the liter-
ature values. Following are the previously reported phar-
macokinetic parameters; 1) for CBZ: half-life 12 to 27 hr
after multiple dose (5, 24-25) and volume of distribution
0.59 to 2.0 L/kg (2, 7), 2) for CBZ-E: half-life 4.0 to10.3 hr
(4, 19, 26) and volume of distribution 0.59 to1.18 L/kg fol-
lowing a single dose administration (7, 19). In addition, the
value of CBZ-E clearance, estimated from CL = K30 V3
using kinetic parameters in   Table 1, were 0.093 and 0.101
L/h/kg for Carbatrol®and Tegretol-XR®, respectively.
The values are similar to those of published values (plasma
clearance ranged from 0.064 to 0.136 L/hr/kg (4)).  

Simultaneous fitting using the model in Figure 2 well
explained CBZ and CZB-E plasma profiles. Though Vmax

and Km values obtained from the proposed model were
not in a good agreement with those of the reported values
following a single dose administration of CBZ immediate
release formulations (22). Herein Vmax and Km values
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ranged from 0.002 to 0.156 mg/hr/kg and 12.86 to 63.78
mg/mL, respectively. Vmax and Km values derived in this
study seemed to be smaller and larger, respectively, com-
pared to the fitted values by Sumi et al. (0.176 mg/hr/kg
for Vmax and 15.691 mg/mL for Km (22)). The difference
between these values could be due to differences in type of
the formulations, kinetic model, studied subjects, sampling
points, and dose regimen.  

Pharmacokinetic parameters derived from this proposed
model also suggested a new evidence of possible autoin-
duction of CBZ. The fitted values of Vmax and Km could
represent the average values before and during autoinduc-
tion and were likely to change with time. Eichelbaum et al.
reported that the CBZ-E plasma concentration curves fol-
lowed multiple dosing of CBZ (5). Following 2 consecutive
CBZ 600 mg doses with 5 days apart, CBZ-E plasma con-
centration peaked after that of CBZ but declined in paral-
lel with the plasma parent concentration in the semi-
logarithmic plot (27). Herein, the shape of CBZ-E plasma
profile differed from that of CBZ and appeared to be sig-
moidal. The sigmoidal shape of CBZ-E profile has not
been reported before. It was likely that the sigmoidal CBZ-
E plasma profile occurred as a result of time-dependent
change in pharmacokinetics (autoinduction of CBZ epoxi-
dation). Increase in clearance was previously reported after
the second dose of CBZ during the maintenance therapy
(28) and multiple doses (27). The increase in CBZ-E for-
mation rate with time during the multiple dosing of these
extended release formulations could result in the sigmoid
shape of CBZ-E plasma profile, i.e. the rate was slow at
first but faster with time. Therefore, the sigmoidity factor
(n an γ ) in Equations 3 and 7 would reflect the rapidity of
change in the CBZ-E formation rate. The large number of
the sigmoidity factor, the faster change in the rate over
time. The fitted values of the sigmoidity factor indicated a
quite rapid change in the rate over the five dosing days
(Tables 1 and 2, n and γ  ranged from 2.9 to 4.5). 

Comparison of the AUC0-t  ratios (CBZ-E to CBZ) and the
CLss values on Day 5 with previous report seems to fur-
ther support the possibility of autoinduction. The mean
AUC0-t ratios and CLss (estimated from DOSE/AUC0-t

were:  i) 0.136 and 0.039 L/hr/kg for Carbatrol® ii) 0.131
and 0.038 L/hr/kg for Tegretol-XR®, respectively. The
ratios were comparable to that of 21-day multiple dosing
of chewable Tegretol® (0.130 - induced CBZ clearance)
and were about twice that of the single dose (0.0645 --
noninduced CBZ clearance) (29). In addition, the esti-

mated values of CLss were higher than those of the CBZ
total body clearance following a single dose administration
(about 0.02 L/h/kg (2, 7, 10)). As suggested by Bertilsson
et al., autoinduction was apparent during the first doses
and seemed to be complete during the first three to five
weeks of maintenance therapy (7). The autoinduction
occurring herein seemed to be  only at the beginning of
the process. However, it disappeared during the 9-day
washout period since there was no significant difference in
pharmacokinetics of CBZ and CZB-E following adminis-
tration of the two formulations. 

The purpose of plasma profile analysis using Equation 6
and 7 was to further investigate the overall difference in
the appearance of CBZ and CBZ-E plasma profiles fol-
lowing administration of the two formulations. TC50 rep-
resented time to 50% of plasma concentration at plateau.
The sigmoidity factor (γ ) provides a further degree of
flexibility accounting for the curve (31). The larger the
value of the exponent, the more curvature (steeper) is the
CZB-E plasma profile (See Equation 7). When the two
plasma profiles have the same g and CPmin, TC50 would
reflect the speed to reach the plateau. The fast increase in
CBZ plasma concentration is clinically important. Intoler-
able CBZ side effects could occur even at very low serum
levels (<4 mg/mL), especially if initial dosing increased
too rapidly (2, 10, 32). The non-significant difference in
the values of CPmin, TC50 and γ  between the two formula-
tions supported the general similarity in clinical perfor-
mance of the two formulations. 
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